
The 4-H Public Presentations program gives 4-H members an excellent opportunity to research a subject, organize ideas,         
develop visual aids and learn to speak effectively in front of groups.  Public Presentations can teach a 4-H member lifetime skills 

that will be beneficial in his or her future social, educational and career pursuits. 

Demonstration  The presenter shows and explains how to do or make something.  Models or illustrations are 
used to explain information and show the steps in the process.   

Illustrated Talk  The presenter uses visual aids, such as charts, pictures, posters or PowerPoint slides to tell 
about a topic.   

Formal Speech  The presenter aims to persuade, motivate or inform the audience without the use of  visual 
aids.  Proper use of notecards is acceptable.  The presenter chooses a format (persuasive, 
motivational or informational) that best suits what is to be conveyed to the audience.  A 
speech is written in the presenter’s own words.   

Recitation  The presenter delivers his or her rendition of a piece of pre-written material using vocal  
inflection and body language as communication tools.  Props should not be used, but         
appropriate dress to subtly represent the character or mood of the written piece is            
acceptable.  Memorization is expected, but proper use of note cards is permitted.  This area 
is not intended for original pieces of material written by the presenter. 

Dramatic       
Interpretation  

 The presenter or team of two delivers a reenactment of a piece of scripted material.  The 
content can be taken from plays, movies, sketches, or monologues.  This form of            
presentation should include props and costumes.  Props need to be simple and minimal, not 
detracting from the strength of the presenter.  Original pieces written by the presenter are 
acceptable.   

Interview  The presenter prepares a resume and performs a mock job interview for a job of their 
choice.  Youth will need to prepare their resume prior to presentations.  *Interviews are not 
eligible to qualify for district presentations.  (Recommended for ages 14+) 

Cloverbud   Cloverbud members are encouraged to give a simple demonstration! 

Team  
Presentation 

 Members may give a presentation as a team of 2-3 members.  Teams can choose any topic 
and type of presentation to give.  *Teams are not eligible to qualify for district presentations. 

1st Year Presenter  3-5 minutes 

2nd Year Presenter  5-7 minutes 

Experienced Presenters  7-15 minutes 

*Note: Presentations should not be longer than 15 minutes! 


